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Dear Parents/Carers, 

 

We would like to take this opportunity to 

remind you that it is an INSET day on 

Monday 30th November. Pupils will return 

on Tuesday as normal.  

 

Those of you who have had annual reviews recently may have noticed a change to our provision maps. 

Each child has a provision map which details their EHCP needs and the provision which we are putting 

in place to ensure we meet each of the pupils needs. Teachers and therapists are then settings yearly 

and termly targets to help focus the planning for these individuals. Once these have been reviewed 

this term and new targets have been set we will share these with you in the new year. We also meet 

weekly as a multi-disciplinary team where we discuss different pupils and review the provision we are 

providing for that pupil that term. We are colour coding the EHCP targets either red, amber or green 

so that we can see which targets need the most focus and which ones have been met. These are then 

included in the annual reviews.  

 

If you have any questions about these provision maps please get in touch.  

 

 

 

Have a lovely weekend. 

Yours sincerely, 

Danielle Harry 

Friday, 27th 

November, 2020 Upcoming dates for your diary: 

 Monday 30th November 2020- INSET day 

 Wednesday 16th December 2020- Christmas 

dinner and Christmas jumper day 

 Friday 18th December 2020- Last day of Autumn 

term 

 Monday 4th January 2021- First day of Spring term 

 Monday 25th January 2021- INSET day 

For other important dates, please see the calendar on the 

website. 
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Mercury 

This week, we have had a very positive week. The boys have been using lovely manners and 

kind words to tell others what they need, feel, want and how to help each other. Mercury 

have started work on the 24 hour/ digital time and are slowly gaining confidence, In 

English, we still have been working on play scripts, how they should look and the use of 

speech marks. Mercury have been using their passing skills and team work in football. As a 

group, Mercury worked on what direction the earth moves around the sun and why some 

countries are in darkness when we have light. The boys found out that the earth is at a 

tilt and it keeps on rotating.  

 

 

 

 

 

   

Saturn 

This week has been a busy week. We have continued to work on multiplication and place 

value in maths. This week, the number blocks helped us make arrays. In English we used our 

senses to describe the rainforest, we loved seeing some of the different animals there and 

hearing the noises of the rainforest. 

We enjoyed lots of games on No pens Wednesday, especially the animal noises game. I 

think it was going very well until a giraffe came up….everyone was a bit stumped with that 

one! 

We explored a new (to us) site called www.isleoftune.com which is a music-producing site. 

All of the children thoroughly enjoyed building their own islands and adding in different 

objects to produce different sounds. We had some catchy tunes going on! 

The in class reading competition is proving a bit of a hit! So far all of the children are 

winning prizes for reading daily in class. If your child reads at home and you let us know we 

will add some marbles to their jar!  

 

 

 

 

Pluto: Week ending 271120 

This week Pluto have enjoyed learning about adjectives in English. We also celebrated No 

Pens Day through playing various word games and miming verbs in a game of charades. In 

Maths we continued to explore 2D and 3D shapes and created some excellent images on our 

new Geo Boards™. In science we drove a paperclip round a race track and through a maze 

using magnetic fields.  

In Art we created some magnificent space-themed wax resistance paintings for our new 

display. We have been enjoying outdoor learnig and one of our new boys has been learning 

about plants and has started to grow his own cress at school.  

 
 

 

http://www.isleoftune.com/
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Mars 

 

This week has seen Mars class work extremely hard. We have been knowledge finders and 

have been researching famous female astronauts ready to start on our independent writing. In 

maths we have been learning about multiples and can now tell you how to find the lowest 

common multiple of two numbers. In art this week, we made a start on our batik work. First we 

designed a space scene and then we painted it using melted wax, next week we will dye them. 

In geography, we continued working on our biome dioramas, this week was animal week so we 

looked up what animals live in our habitats and then created these out of clay. In music this 

week, we created our own harmonicas to test out sound vibrations- lots of noisy fun was had 

by all!  

 

 

  

Titan  

In Titan this week we have been focusing on telling the time to the nearest 5 minutes for 

consolidation, converting between un its of time as well as reading timetables.  

In English, we have written play scripts based on David Bowie’s song Space Oddity; the 

children have written some amazing dialogues between Major Tom and ground control. We 

are hopefully using these play scripts for a short play later on this term.  

The children loved No Pens Wednesady where we played games for both Maths and English 

and it was such a pleasure to see them getting on with each other during the board games, as 

well as wanting to play more games in a big team, rather than pairs.  
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Galaxy: 

A week of some excellent kindness, respect and boys showing just how good they can be this 

week.  Theo washed up lots of extra washing after cooking to stop “the cleaning ladies 

having to do it!”  Aaron went for a lovely walk and food some food that local wildlife would 

enjoy and laid it out on “plates” for them to find.  We also visited a local park where the 

boys played nicely and respectfully together.  In science, we explored why things don’t move 

if left alone and what needs to happen in order for things to move or be moved again.  We 

used marbles and toy cars to express the effects and forces that are needed to make 

things move, move differently or stop moving altogether.  Well done Galaxy. 

 

 

Neptune 

In Neptune class this week, we have been exploring the life of Neil Armstrong and then wrote 

a biography.  The boys were very pleased to find out that Neil Armstrong was still alive when 

they were born.  They also loved the fact that the first foot on the moon was a left foot and 

that the rocket they travelled in was called Saturn V.  In maths we consolidated our addition 

and subtraction abilities through working on word problems and making the decision as to 

whether to add or subtract.  We worked hard in the kitchen again this week to bake our 

cookes and flapjacks for our Café. The boys are becoming really quite skilled in this now and 

are doubling ingredients and weighing without any help.  We are working hard on Sumdog and 

Reading eggs reinforcing our maths and reading skills.  The boys are really enjoying this and 

there is some friendly rivallry that is driving their learning which is great.   We are continuing 

to develop the boys social skills through lots of games and cooperative activities. 
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Awards of the week 
Saturn Mercury 

Being Kind award Freddie Being Kind award Charlie, James 

Being respectful award  Cayden, Toby, Freddie, 

Freddy 

Being respectful award Riley-John , James, Aymen 

Being your best award Freddie, Freddy, Callum, 

Cayden, Toby 

Being your best award Riley-John, Charlie, Aymen, 

Morgan 

Pluto Mars 

Being Kind award - Being Kind award Jamie 

Being respectful award - Being respectful award Alfie 

Being your best award Zak, Reagan, Harry Being your best award Jamie 

Neptune Titan 

Being Kind award - Being Kind award - 

Being respectful award - Being respectful award Joshua 

Being your best award Rhys, Jacob Being your best award Bobby, Cohen 

Galaxy   

Being Kind award Floyd, Ryan   

Being respectful award Floyd   

Being your best award Aaron, Riley   
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Outdoor Learning 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week we have been experiencing the seasonal changes and using the leaf rakes 

to make huge piles of leaves to either hide in or jump in and we’ve had so much fun!! 

Also Titan Class cleared an area to move the rope swing to for the younger (and 

older) pupils to enjoy.                  
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